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Abst rac t - -A  finite-element approximation of a fourth-order differential equation is given. In the 
direct implementation, a system of nonlinear equations will be obtained and also a full size matrix 
will be introduced when Newton's method is adopted to solve the system. This difficulty can be 
avoided by the use of an iterative scheme which is shown to converge to the solution. 
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tem of nonlinear equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of transverse vibrations of a hinged beam, the following fourth-order differential 
equation arises: 
(/0 ) y(4) _ ey" - 2- (y,)2 dz y" = p(x), 7r 
y(0)  = y (~)  = y" (0 )  = y" (~)  = 0, 
O<x<r¢ ,  
(1.1) 
where e > 0 is a constant. For a derivation of (1.1) one is referred to [1,2]. Lett ing ¢ = -y" ,  we 
obtain the following system: 
(/0 ) - -¢"  + e¢ + 2-- (y,)2 dx ¢ = p(z), 7T 
-y"  - ¢ = O, 
u(0)  = y ( . )  = ¢(0)  = ¢( . )  = 0. 
0<x <~' ,  
(1.2) 
Lett ing H~ denote the Sobolev space of L2(0, ~) functions with first derivatives in L2(0, ~r) and 
vanishing at 0, r ,  the variational formulation of (1.2) can be given as follows. 
Find (¢, y) e H 1 x H~ such that  
where 
(/o/ ) (¢', ~')  + e(¢, ~) + _2 (y,)2 dx (¢, V) = (P, ~), 
(y ' ,  ~')  - (¢,  ~) = 0, 
~0 ~ ( f ,g )= f (x)g(x)dx.  
~SH~, 
(1.3) 
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Given a uniform partition of [0, 7r], let S h be the space of piecewise linear polynomials on the 
grid such that S h C H~. Then the standard finite-element approximation to (1.3) can be given 
as follows. 
Find (¢h, Yh) E S h x S h such that 
(/o ) (¢~, ~') + ¢(¢h, (P) + _2 (y~)2 dx (¢h, ~) = (p, ~a), 7r 
(y~, v') - (¢h, n) = 0, 
E S h, 
yES  h. 
(1.4) 
It is unfortunate that, due to the integral part of (1.4), a system of nonlinear equations will be 
obtained and also a full size matrix will be introduced when Newton's method is adopted to solve 
the system. To avoid this type of difficulty, the following iteration motivated by ones in [3,4] is 
• , [,4k+1 yhk÷i) sh introduced, ~0 = 0, for k = 0, 1, 2,.. find [Wh , E X S h, such that 
+~(¢. ,~)+~ (~ ,~) = (p ,~) ,  (((~k-{-1) ' ,~,) k%1 kT1 
((yhk+i)' , ?~,) k'P1 -(¢~ ,.) =0, 
~E S h, 
~? E S h, (1.5) 
~kT1 :~k-.~-OJ (2~o~r I(yk"~'l)'12 dx--~k), 
where w is an appropriate parameter. System (1.5) can be easily formed and solved. In this 
,.~f [~k-I-1 o k-{-l~ paper, we will provide the conditions on w which will guarantee the convergence . .  ~wh , Uh J 
to the solution of (1.4). 
2. CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERAT ION 
Assume that p(x) is a continuous function such that p(x) <_ 0 on [0, ~r] and assume that the 
grid size h is sufficiently small so that the Discrete Maximum Principle (DMP) can be applied in 
the proof (see [5] for details). 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a unique solution (¢~, y~) of (1.5) for k = O. 
PROOF. Since the stiffness matrices are symmetric and positive definite, (1.5) has a unique 
solution. This completes the proof. | 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 0 < w < min(1/2, (1/2~)(4/[[(y~)'[[ [ ¢~[I)). Then, the sequence of functions 
(¢~+1, yhk+l) generated by the above scheme converges pointwise to a solution (¢h, Yh) of the 
standard finite-element approximation (1.4). 
PROOF. Show by induction that for k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
"~ ~Uh ) J dx < -~r (y~) dx. (2.1) 
By the assumptions on p(x) and the DMP, it is clear from (1.5) with k = 0 that 
_ _ _ - y~)  ~x. 
7r 
Assume that for n = 0, 1 ,2, . . . ,  k - 1, 
't 't _ _ _ -  y~+l )  ex<_-  y~)  ~. 7r 7r 
Then, we obtain 
0 ~ ~k-1 ~ ,~k (2.2) 
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and 
('/o: } ) '/o': ~={~-,+o, -; (v~)' ~d=-~ -' <_- (~) ' '  ~r 
So, by the DMP, we obtain 
¢~+1 _< 0 and v~ +1 _< 0. 
Now from the equations in (1.5) we obtain 
Wh ~ 
for any ~ E S h, 
((~ ~,~+~1',,~') _ (  ~'+, ~, - --V'h , 'U=0,  for any~ES h. 
Thus, by the DMP, we obtain 
¢~ - ¢~+' < o and V~h--V~+l < o, 
which implies 
ck_¢k+l_<o and Vh k -yk+l_<0.  
Hence, it is clear from (1.5) that 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
y +1 ' dx = - -  ,.~k+l,. k+l dx 
Wh Yh 7r 
(2.5) 
<_ _ Cky~ dx = ~)' ; v d: < - (y~,) d:  
7r 
It follows from (2.4) that 
(yk yhk+l)/r = (¢k .,kk+l .k  yk+l) 
- -~h  ,~h-  < I I~-~+' l i  I1~-~+'11 .  (2.6) 
And 
il~,- y~+'ll ~= ]o'~ (~- y~+1)2 d~ _< ~ (~- ~,~+~)' ~. (z7) 
Then from (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain 
II~ - ~Fl l l  < ~ II~ - ~+:l l  • (2 .8 )  
Using (2.3), it follows that 
1 _ :~_:) 
i1,~,~_ ~,~+,11 = < ; ( :k  I1,~,11 I1,~,~ -,~+'11 
and hence, 
1 _ ~k- l )  I _ ~k-1) 
Prom the assumption on w and (2.5)-(2.9), we obtain 
(2.9) 
/o ~ ((~),)' dx-~/o" ((~:+')')' dx= -2~/0 ~:(~)' + (~+,)'} {(~)'-(~:+,)'} dx 
ff ff 
1 e-') ~ (~/' I1~11~(~ ]o~ 
,t ) <_ 2 ~ yk) dx - ~k-1 , 
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and 
Adding the above two inequalities, we have 
/o" /o i" -~ dx - -~ {(yk+l)'} dx--[-~k--~k-1 ~_ ~ {(yhk) I 2 ~k-,  
and so 
- dx<O, i.e., <-- tub ] j dx. 
[,.£k..bl ~ kq.-l" I Thus, the sequence of functions XWh , Uh j converges (pointwise) in S h x S h, say to the functions 
(¢h, Yh). From (2.1) and (2.2), it follows that 
1 '; - y ÷') '  d~-  <-  y~) ~-  --71" --71" 
_< (1 -w)  (2  ~ {(y~),}2 dx_(k_ l )<_( l _w) ( l _w) (2  fo ~ {(yhk_l),}2 dx_~k_2)  
Since 0 < w < 1, we obtain 
lim yh k+l) : t dx--~k =0,  i.e., 
k---*oo 
l im,k= lira--2f0~{(hk)'}2 k--,oo k--.oo r y dx. 
Therefore, (¢h, Yh) is a solution of the standard finite-element approximation (1.4). This com- 
pletes the proof. | 
THEOREM 2.3 (UNIQUENESS). Assume that (¢~, Yi), i = 1, 2, are solutions o/'the standard fiR/re- 
element approximation (1.4). Then they are equal. 
PROOF. If (Yl, Yl) = (Y~, Y~), then we obtain 
((¢l-¢2)',v')+e(¢l-¢2,~)+2-(yl,y'l)(¢i-¢2,~)=o, ~eS h, and (2.10) 
7r 
((Yl - Y2)', ~/') = (¢1 - ¢2, ~), ~/• S h. (2.11) 
Setting ~ = ¢1 - ¢2, we get ¢1 = ¢2 from (2.10) and so Yl = Y2 from (2.11). Without loss of 
generality, we assume that (y~, y~) < (y~, y~). Then we obtain 
((¢1 - ¢2)', ~') + 6(¢1 - ¢2, ~) + ~- (~i, ~i) (¢1 - ¢~, ~) 
(2.12) 
= (~ [(~, ~)  - (~i, ~i)] ¢2, ~) ,  ~•s  ~ , 
and 
((Yl - Y2)', ~/') = (¢1 - ¢2, W), W e S h. (2.13) 
Since (2/Tr)[(y~, y~) - (Yl, YI)]¢2 -< 0, we get ¢1 - ¢2 _< 0, i.e., ¢1 -< ¢2 -< 0, from (2.12). And we 
obtain Yl - y2 _< 0, i.e., Yl _< y2 ~ 0, from (2.13). Therefore, we have 
(Yl,Yl) --- (¢I,Yl) __~ (¢2,Y2) -- (Y~,Y~), 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. | 
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Figure I. Numerical approximations y~(x) for k = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  29. 
Table 1. The values ofyh and y for h = ~r/10,1r/20,1r/40, ~r/80. 
Numerical Values of Yh Exact Value 
7[" 11" 71" 71" 
z h = 1--0 h = 2--0 h = 40 h = 80 of y 
0.000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 
0.314159 -0.309012110 -0.309016690 -0.309016976 -0.309016993 -0.309016994 
0.628319 -0.587775962 -0.587784673 -0.587785217 -0.587785250 -0.587785252 
0.942478 -0.809004207 -0.809016197 -0.809016945 -0.809016992 -0.809016994 
1.256637 -0.951041484 -0.951055578 -0.951056458 -0.951056513 -0.951056516 
1.570796 -0.999984194 -0.999999014 -0.999999939 -0.999999997 --1.000000000 
1.884956 --0.951041484 -0.951055578 -0.951056458 -0.951056513 -0.951056516 
2.199115 -0.809004207 -0.809016197 -0.809016945 -0.809016992 -0.809016994 
2.513274 -0.587775962 -0.587784673 -0.587785217 -0.587785250 -0.587785252 
2.827433 --0.309012110 -0.309016690 -0.309016976 -0.309016993 -0.309016994 
3.141593 0 . 0 ~  0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 
Value of w 
0.3600836 0.3585908 0.3582214 0.3581293 
Used 
Number 
29 29 29 29 
of Iterations 
3. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
The above  scheme was  tes ted  when • = 2.0 and  p(x) = -4  s in  x on  [0, ~r]. The  approx imat ions  
to  the  so lu t ion  (¢h,  Yh) of (1.4) was obta ined  on  a un i fo rm gr id  of the  size h = I r /80.  The  i te ra t ion  
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Table 2. The values of Ch and ¢ for h = ~r/10,~r/20,Tr/40,~r/80. 
Numerical Values of Ch Exact Value 
71" 71" 7r 
z h= - -  h = - -  h = - -  h= - -  o f~ 
10 20 40 80 
0.000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 
0.314159 -0.311561909 -0.309652601 -0.309175856 -0.309056707 -0.309016994 
0.628319 -0.592625968 -0.588994248 -0.588087425 -0.587860791 -0.587785252 
0.942478 -0.815679668 -0.810681034 -0.809432899 -0.809120964 -0.809016994 
1.256637 -0.958888958 -0.953012712 -0.951545442 -0.951178740 -0.951056516 
1.570796 -1.008235517 -1.002056866 -1.000514087 -1.000128514 -1.000000000 
1.884956 -0.958888958 -0.953012712 -0.951545442 -0.951178740 -0.951056516 
2.199115 -0.815679668 -0.810681034 -0.809432899 -0.809120964 -0.809016994 
2.513274 -0.592625968 -0.588994248 -0.588087425 -0.587860791 -0.587785252 
2.827433 -0.311561909 -0.309652601 -0.309175856 -0.309056707 -0.309016994 
3.141593 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 
Value of w 
0.3600836 0.3585908 0.3582214 0.3581293 
Used 
Number 
29 29 29 29 
of Iterations 
was stopped when 
ICkh+l(xi) -- Ck(xi)l < TOL, 
ly~+l(xi) - y~(x~) I < TOL, 
and 
at all grid points xi, 
where TOL= 10 -1°. The approximate value of w, w ~ 0.3581293, was used throughout the 
iterations. The convergence was obtained after 29 iterations. A plot of y~ versus the iteration 
number k is given in Figure 1. 
When e = 2.0 and p(x) = -4  sin x on [0, 7r], the solution of (1.3) is (¢, y) = ( -  sin x, - sin x). 
So, the convergence of the solution (¢h, Yh) of (1.4) to the solution (¢, y) of (1.3) is shown 
numerically in Tables 1 and 2. In Tables 1 and 2, we report the values of Yh, Ch, Y, and ¢ for 
h = r/10, 7r/20, lr/40, ~r/80, respectively. And the approximate values of w and the numbers of 
iterations are given in Table 1 and Table 2 so that the iteration is stopped. 
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